
東脊振I.C
Higashisefuri I.C

新幹線筑後船小屋駅

新幹線筑後船小屋駅

Limousine Taxi, about 30 minutes　リムジンタクシー 約30分（要予約）（Advance Reservations Required）
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［福岡空港から車で約1時間］
［Approximately 1 hour by car from Fukuoka Airport］
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Yanagawa Tachibana-Tei
Ohana

(Camp & Barbecue area)

Professional Motorboat Racer Academy
ボートレーサー養成所
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Hanagoza is comfortable mat
made from weaving high quality
“Igusa”rush grass.

‘‘Sagemon’’
When a girl is born, people in 
Yanagawa make hanging 
decoration called
‘‘Sagemon’’wishing her 
much happiness. Each 
‘‘Sagemon’’ has 51 decorations 
such as rabbits, cranes and 
decorated balls for baby’s 
‘‘Hatsuzekku’’a child's first 
celebration of life.

‘‘Nori’’
‘‘Nori’’(seaweed laver) from 
Ariake Sea is one of specialty 
of Yanagawa. Above all high 
quality ‘‘Hatsuzumi-Nori’’ 
(picked the first of the year) is
 soft and melts in your mouth.
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‘‘Unagi no Seiro-Mushi ”(steamed eel)  is a famous local
Yanagawa dish. The dish is made up of rice mixed with 
traditional sauce topped with grilled eel, topped with 
thinly-sliced egg which is then steamed in its container.
There are many eel specialty restaurants in Yanagawa and 
each maintains their own special.

Yanagawa has a big wholesale 
fish market which ranks as one
of the top three in Kyushu 
Island. Fish are sold by auction 
and being full of energy. Local 
Restaurants offer unique and 
fresh seafood from Ariake Sea 
such as Mutsugoro (mud 
skipper), Mekajya (lingulate 
brachiopod) or Warasubo 
(species of eel goby).

Nakashima’s morning 
market is the place where 
you can get fresh and unique 
seafood of Ariake Sea and 
local cuisine with reasonable 
price.

Seasonal Discovery

Blessing of the Ariake Sea with 
a thousand year history

The

Travel GuideEel, a Must-Eat local specialty

Wholesale fish market 
with full of fresh 
seafood Feel the friendly 

local atmosphere at 
morning market in 
Yanagawa

Thanks to variety of fields and 
the blessing of the Ariake Sea, 
we offer you unique experiences 
such as making seaweed laver 
(Nori) and picking seasonal 
vegetables or fruits with locals.

Ariake Sea is known for the largest tidal range, which is 
6 meters. When the tide is low, a vast tideland appears. 
From medieval times our ancestors have made good use 
of marshes by building canal. During the Edo period 
(1603-1867) people got a vast arable land after reclaiming 
work. The scenery we can see today is the proof of our 
ancestor’s efforts. You can also enjoy breathtaking sunset 
of Ariake Sea with Nori (seaweed laver) farming from the 
shore.

Enjoy the unique 
experience of Yanagawa

Mid　Feb
Memorial　festival of eulogy 
for Yoshimasa Tanaka
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